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Abstract
A mixed graph G is a graph obtained from a simple undirected graph by orientating a
subset of edges. G is self-converse if it is isomorphic to the graph obtained from G by revers-
ing each directed edge. For two mixed graphs G and H with Hermitian adjacency matrices
A(G) and A(H), we say G is R-cospectral to H if, for any y ∈ R, yJ − A(G) and yJ − A(H)
have the same spectrum, where J is the all-one matrix. A self-converse mixed graph G is
said to be determined by its generalized spectrum, if any self-converse mixed graph that is
R-cospectral with G is isomorphic to G. Let G be a self-converse mixed graph of order n such
that 2−⌊n/2⌋ detW (which is always a real or pure imaginary Gaussian integer) is square-free
in Z[i], where W = [e, Ae, . . . , An−1e], A = A(G) and e is the all-one vector. We prove that,
for any self-converse mixed graph H that is R-cospectral to G, there exists a Gaussian rational
unitary matrix U such that Ue = e, U∗A(G)U = A(H) and (1 + i)U is a Gaussian integral
matrix. In particular, if G is an ordinary graph (viewed as a mixed graph) satisfying the above
condition, then any self-converse mixed graph H that is R-cospectral to G is G itself (in the
sense of isomorphism). This strengthens a recent result of the first author.
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1 Introduction
Let G be a simple graph with (0, 1)-adjacency matrix A(G). The spectrum of G, denoted by
Spec(G), is the multiset of the eigenvalues of A(G). Two graphs G and H are cospectral if
Spec(G) = Spec(H). Trivially, isomorphic graphs are cospectral. However, the converse is not
true in general. A graph G is said to be determined by its spectrum (DS for short) if any graph
cospectral to G is isomorphic to G. It is a fundamental and challenging problem to characterize
which graphs are DS. Although it was conjectured that almost all graphs are DS [6], it is usually
extremely difficult to prove a given graph to be DS. For basic results on spectral characterizations
of graphs, we refer the readers to the survey papers [3, 4].
∗Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No. 11971376, 11561058 and
11971406.
†Corresponding author: wangwei.math@gmail.com.
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In recent years, Wang and Xu [14, 15] and Wang [11, 13] considered a variant of the above
problem. For a graph G, the generalized spectrum is the ordered pair (Spec(G), Spec(G)), where
G denotes the complement of G. A graph G is said to be determined by its generalized spectrum
(DGS for short) if any graph having the same generalized spectrum withG is isomorphic toG. For
y ∈ R, two graphs G and H are y-cospectral if yJ − A(G) and yJ − A(H) have the same spectrum.
Moreover, we say that G and H are R-cospectral if G and H are y-cospectral for any y ∈ R. A
classical result of Johnson and Newman [7] says that if two graphs are y-cospectral for two distinct
values of y then they are for all y. Therefore, if two graphs G and H are cospectral with cospectral
complement, i.e., G and H are 0-cospectral and 1-cospectral, then they are R-cospectral.
Let G be a graph with n vertices, A = A(G) and e be the all-one vector of dimension n. Let
W(G) = [e, Ae, . . . , An−1e] be its walk-matrix. The following simple arithmetic criterion for graphs
being DGS was conjectured in [11] and finally proved in [13].
Theorem 1. [11, 13] Let G be a graph with n vertices. If
detW(G)
2⌊n/2⌋ (which is always an integer) is
odd and square-free, then G is DGS.
Similar result was established for generalized Q-spectrum in [9]. Moreover, Qiu et al. [10]
also gave an analogue of Theorem 1 for Eulerian graphs. We try to extend Theorem 1 from ordinary
graphs to self-converse mixed graphs. Amixed graphG is obtained from a simple undirected graph
by orientating a subset of edges. For a mixed graph G, the converse of G, denoted by GT, is the
mixed graph obtained from G by reversing each directed edge in G. A mixed graph is said to
be self-converse if GT is isomorphic to G. As a trivial example, each simple undirected graph is
self-converse as GT = G in this case. For a mixed graph G, we use the symbol u ∼ v to denote
that uv is an undirected edge, and use u → v (or v ← u) to denote that uv is a directed edge from
u to v. The following definition introduced independently by Liu and Li [8] as well as Guo and
Mohar [5] is a natural generalization of adjacency matrix from ordinary graphs to mixed graphs.
We use Gn to denote the set of all mixed graphs with vertex set V = [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The subset
of all self-converse mixed graphs in Gn will be denoted by Gscn .
Definition 2. [5, 8] Let G ∈ Gn. The Hermitian adjacency matrix of G is the matrix A = (au,v) ∈
Cn×n, where
au,v =

1 if u ∼ v,
i if u → v,
−i if u ← v,
0 otherwise.
(1)
Note that for any mixed graph G, A(G) is a Hermitian matrix, that is, A(G)∗ = A(G), where
A(G)∗ denotes the conjugate transpose of A(G). Therefore, all eigenvalues of A(G) are real and
A(G) is diagonalizable. Also note that A(GT) equals (A(G))T, the transpose of A(G), and this
explains why we use GT to denote the converse of G. For a mixed graph G, the (Hermitian)
spectrum of G, denoted by Spec(G), is the multiset of the eigenvalues of A(G). It was observed in
[5] that any mixed graphG is cospectral to its converseGT since A(GT) = (A(G))T. Indeed, for any
y ∈ R, yJ − A(GT) and yJ − A(G) have the same spectrum.
Besides the operation of reversing all directed edges, Guo and Mohar [5] found another
important operation, called four-way switching, which also preserves the Hermitian spectrum. It
turns out that extremely rare mixed graphs are determined by their Hermitian spectra [5, 16].
Indeed, there are 1,540,944 unlabeled mixed graphs of order 6, only 16 of them are determined by
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their Hermitian spectra [5, Table 1]. In [2], Mohar considered spectral determination of classes of
switching equivalent mixed graphs, rather than individual graphs. A mixed graph G is determined
by its Hermitian spectrum (in the sense of Mohar [2]) if every mixed graph with the same Hermitian
spectrum can be obtained fromG by a four-way switching, possibly followed by the reversal of all
directed edges; see [1] for more results along this line.
In this paper, we consider spectral determination of mixed graphs in the sense of general-
ized spectra, where the generalized spectrum of G means the ordered pair (Spec(G), Spec(J − I −
A(G)). We found that although the four-way switching operation preserves the spectrum, it usually
changes its generalized spectrum. Due to the aforementioned fact that a non-self-converse mixed
graph cannot be determined by any kinds of spectra, it is reasonable to restrict ourselves to self-
converse mixed graphs. The following definition is a natural generalization of the DGS problem
from ordinary graphs to self-converse mixed graphs.
Definition 3. Amixed graphG ∈ Gscn is said to be determined by generalized (Hermitian) spectrum
if for any H ∈ Gscn ,
(Spec(H), Spec(J − I − A(H))) = (Spec(G), Spec(J − I − A(G))) (2)
implies that H is isomorphic to G.
Remark 4. For an ordinary graph G, J − I − A(G) is the adjacency matrix of the complement G.
Such an explanation is not available for mixed graphs.
Remark 5. As we shall see later, the assumption that H ∈ Gscn is essential to our discussion. Of
course, it is natural and desirable to consider the corresponding concept without the assumption
that H is self-converse; see [16].
For G ∈ Gn, we also define W(G) = [e, Ae, A2e, . . . , An−1e] and call it the walk-matrix of G.
As W(G) has complex entries, the determinant of W(G) is usually not real. The following simple
result illustrates an important property on W(G) when G is self-converse.
Theorem 6. Let G ∈ Gscn . Then there exists a permutation matrix P such that W(G) = P−1W(G).
In particular, detW(G) is real or pure imaginary.
Proof. As A(GT) = (A(G))T = A(G) and e = e, we have
W(GT) =
[
e, A(GT)e, . . . , An−1(GT)e
]
=
[
e, A(G)e, . . . , An−1(G)e
]
= W(G). (3)
On the other hand, as G is self-converse, there exists a permutation matrix P such that A(GT) =
P−1A(G)P. As Pe = e, we have Ak(GT)e = P−1Ak(G)Pe = P−1Ak(G)e and hence
W(GT) =
[
P−1e, P−1A(G)e, . . . , P−1An−1(G)e
]
= P−1W(G). (4)
Thus W(G) = P−1W(G). Taking determinants on both sides and noting that det P−1 = ±1, we
obtain detW(G) = ± detW(G). Therefore, detW(G) = ± detW(G), which implies that detW(G) is
real or pure imaginary. 
It is known that 2⌊n/2⌋ always divides detW(G) for ordinary graphs G. We shall show that
this fact can be extended to mixed graphs in the sense of Gaussian integers. We believe that the
following generalization of Theorem 1 is true.
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Conjecture 7. Let G ∈ Gscn . If | detW(G)|2⌊n/2⌋ is odd and square-free, then G is DGS.
The following example shows that Conjecture 7 would be false if we remove the restriction
that H ∈ Gscn in Definition 3.
Example 8. Let G and H be two mixed graphs as shown in Fig. 1. Note that G is self-converse
but H is not. Direct calculations show that detW(G) = −68 = −22 × 17, det(λI − A(G)) =
det(λI − A(H)) = λ5 − 7λ3 − 4λ2 + 7λ+ 4 and det(λI − (J − I − A(G))) = det(λI − (J − I − A(H))) =
λ5 − 13λ3 − 16λ2 + 5λ + 4. Thus, G and H are R-cospectral.
G H
1 2
3 4 5
1 2
3 4 5
Fig. 1 Two R-cospectral but not isomorphic graphs
The main aim of this paper is to give some evidences to support Conjecture 7. We have
verified the conjecture for n ≤ 6. The computer results are given in Table 1. The second column
gives the number of isomorphic class of Gscn . Note that the determinants of all walk matrices in
an isomorphic class of Gscn have the same absolute value. The third column gives the fractions of
DGS graphs in Gscn , while the fourth column gives the fractions of graphs satisfying the condition
of Conjecture 7. Our experiment shows that, for n ≤ 6, each graph satisfying the condition of
Conjecture 7 is DGS. Although quite a lot of graphs in Gscn are DGS, only a small fractions of
them satisfy the condition of Conjecture 7. In other words, even Conjecture 7 is true, the condition
seems far from necessary.
Table 1: Fractions of DGS self-converse mixed graphs
n Isomorphic Class of Gscn DGS Conjecture 7
2 3 1.000 0.333
3 10 1.000 0.100
4 70 0.914 0.086
5 708 0.852 0.076
6 15224 0.832 0.054
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some basic facts about
Gaussian integers and Gaussian rational unitary matrix. In Section 3, we give some divisibility
relations that will be needed later in the paper. In Section 4, we present the main result of the
paper together with its proof, which strongly supports our main conjecture above. In Section 5, we
verify this conjecture for the special case when G is undirected (and hence trivially self-converse).
Conclusions and future work are given in Section 6.
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2 Gaussian rational unitary matrix and its level
We recall some facts about Gaussian integers.
The Gaussian integers are the elements of the set Z[i] = {a + bi : a, b ∈ Z}, where i =
√
−1.
For a Gaussian integer z = a + bi, the norm of z is N(z) = a2 + b2. Note that N(z1z2) = N(z1)N(z2).
The units of Z[i] are four powers of i, that is, i,−1,−i, 1. Two Gaussian integers z1 and z2 are
associates if b = ua for some unit u. It is well known that Z[i] is a Euclidean domain and hence a
unique factorization domain. A nonzero Gaussian integer z is a Gaussian prime if it is not a unit
and is divisible only by units and its associates. A positive prime in Z is a Gaussian prime if and
only if p ≡ 3 (mod 4). If p is positive prime in Z such that p ≡ 1 (mod 4) then p can be factored
uniquely to a product of two conjugate Gaussian primes (up to multiplication by units and the order
of the factors). For example, 5 = (1 + 2i)(1 − 2i) = (2 + i)(2 − i). In addition, 2 is not a Gaussian
prime, as 2 = (1 + i)(1 − i).
We call a Gaussian integer z even (resp. odd) if Re(z) − Im(z) ≡ 0 (mod 2) (resp. Re(z) −
Im(z) ≡ 1 (mod 2). We call z ∈ Z[i] square-free if p2 ∤ z for any Gaussian prime p. In particular, 2
is not square-free in Z[i], but any ordinary odd prime is square-free in Z[i]. We note that an integer
z ∈ Z is square-free in Z[i] if and only if z is odd and square-free (in the ordinary sense).
For a Gaussian prime p = a+ bi, the quotient ring Z[i]/(p) = GF(N(p)), where GF(N(p)) is
the field of order N(p) = a2 + b2. As a simple example, 1 + i is a Gaussian prime and Z[i]/(1 + i)
is the binary field GF(2).
A Gaussian rational is a complex number whose real part and imaginary part are rational.
A unitary matrix is a matrix U ∈ Cn×n satisfying U∗U = I. The following result is a natural
generalization of a result for adjacency matrix of an undirected graph obtained in [7, 15]. The
proof is omitted here since the previous proof is also valid by some slight and evident modification.
Theorem 9. Let G ∈ Gn. There exists H such that G and H are cospectral with respect to the
generalized spectrum if and only if there exists a unitary matrix U satisfying
U∗A(G)U = A(H),Ue = e. (5)
Moreover, if detW(G) , 0 then U = W(G)W−1(H) and hence is unique and Gaussian rational.
Let G,H ∈ Gscn . Define
UG(H) = {U is Gaussian rational unitary: U∗A(G)U = A(H) and Ue = e},
and UG = ∪UG(H), where the union is taken over all H ∈ Gscn .
Under the assumption that detW(G) , 0, the structure of UG(H) is simple. It is either a
singleton or an empty set depending on whether (2) holds or not. Furthermore, if (2) holds, then
UG(H) = {W(G)W−1(H)}. In addition, if G and H are isomorphic, i.e., there exists a permutation
matrix P with P∗A(G)P = A(H), then UG(H) = {P} as P is clearly Gaussian rational unitary and
Pe = e. On the other hand, if (2) holds but H is not isomorphic to G, then the unique element in
UG(H) is not a permutation matrix.
Therefore, if G is DGS, then either UG(H) = ∅ or UG(H) consists of a single permutation
matrix. Thus, UG contains only permutation matrices. If G is not DGS, then there exists H such
that (2) holds butH is not isomorphic toG. For such anH, the matrix inUG(H) is not a permutation
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matrix and hence UG contains matrices other than permutation matrices. We summarize this as the
following theorem, which was observed in [15] for ordinary graphs.
Theorem 10. Let G ∈ Gscn such that detW(G) , 0. Then G is DGS if and only if UG contains only
permutation matrices.
Let
Γ = {z ∈ Z[i] : Re(z) > 0, Im(z) ≥ 0}. (6)
It is easy to see that (Γ, i · Γ,−Γ,−i · Γ) is a partition of Z[i] \ {0}, where i · Γ = {iz : z ∈ Γ}. Thus,
for any nonzero Gaussian integer z, exactly one of its four associates lies in Γ.
Definition 11. Let U be a Gaussian rational unitary matrix. The level of U is the Gaussian integer
ℓ = ℓ(U) ∈ Γ such that ℓU is a Gaussian integral matrix and N(ℓ) is minimal.
The assumption ℓ(U) ∈ Γ makes ℓ(U) unique and hence well-defined. We will make similar
convention on least common multiple (LCM) and greatest common divisor (GCD) on Gaussian
integers. We note that ℓ is the lcm of all denominators (in the form of reduced fraction) of all
entries in U. In particular, if gU is a Gaussian integral matrix then ℓ | g. Clearly, a Gaussian
rational unitary matrix U with Ue = e is a permutation matrix if and only if ℓ(U) = 1.
Theorem 12. Let G ∈ Gscn such that detW(G) , 0. For any U ∈ UG, ℓ(U) and ℓ(U) are associates,
that is, ℓ(U) = a or ℓ(U) = a(1 + i) for some positive integer a.
Proof. Let H ∈ Gscn such that U ∈ UG(H). Thus, U = W(G)W−1(H). Since both G and H are
self-converse, it follows from Theorem 6 that there exist two permutation matrices P and Q such
thatW(G) = P−1W(G) and W(H) = Q−1W(H). Therefore,
U = W(G)W−1(H) = P−1W(G)W(H)−1Q = P−1UQ.
Thus, ℓ(U)U = ℓ(U)U = P−1ℓ(U)UQ and hence ℓ(U)U is Gaussian integral. Moreover, due to the
minimality of ℓ(U), we have ℓ(U) | ℓ(U). Taking conjugate we have ℓ(U) | ℓ(U) and hence ℓ(U)
and ℓ(U) are associates. Since ℓ(U) ∈ Γ, we find that the amplitude of ℓ(U) is either 0 or π
4
. That
is, ℓ(U) = a or ℓ(U) = a(1 + i) for some positive integer a. 
3 Some divisibility relations
The following lemma was first established for ordinary graphs in [12]. The original proof can be
easily extended to mixed graphs. For simplicity, we shall write A = A(G) and W = W(G) in the
rest of the paper.
Lemma 13. Let G ∈ Gn. Then for any positive integer k, e∗Ake ≡ 0 (mod 2).
Proof. Denote the (i, j)-entry of Ak as a
(k)
i, j
. Note that Ak is Hermitian as A is Hermitian. Thus, we
have
e∗Ake = Tr (Ak) +
∑
i< j
(
a
(k)
i, j
+ a
(k)
i, j
)
= Tr (Ak) +
∑
i< j
2Re(a
(k)
i, j
) ≡ Tr (Ak) (mod 2).
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On the other hand, as all diagonal entries of A are zero, we have
Tr (AAk−1) =
∑
i, j
a
(1)
i, j
a
(k−1)
j,i
=
∑
i< j
(
a
(1)
i, j
a
(k−1)
j,i
+ a
(1)
i, j
a
(k−1)
j,i
)
=
∑
i< j
2Re(a
(1)
i, j
a
(k−1)
j,i
) ≡ 0 (mod 2).
Therefore, e∗Ak(G)e ≡ 0 (mod 2). This proves the lemma. 
Let p be a Gaussian prime and M be a Gaussian integral matrix, we use rankp(M) to denote
the rank of M over the field Z[i]/(p). Note that rankp(M) = rankp(M) always holds. In addition, if
p and p are associate then we have rankp(M) = rankp(M). In particular, rank1+i(M) = rank1−i(M).
Corollary 14. Let G ∈ Gn. Then the followings hold.
(1) 2⌊
n
2
⌋ | detW, and
(2) rank1+iW ≤ ⌈ n2⌉.
Proof. Let M = W∗W. Let mi, j denote the (i, j)-entry of M. Then mi, j = e∗Ai+ j−2e. Note that
m1,1 = n. Thus, by Lemma 13, mi, j ≡ 0 (mod 2) unless (i, j) = (1, 1) and n is odd. Therefore,
2n | detM when n is even, and 2n−1 | detM when n is odd. In other words,
22⌊
n
2
⌋ | detM. (7)
As 2 and (1 + i)2 are associates and detM = detW∗ detW = detW detW, we can rewrite (7) as
(1 + i)4⌊
n
2
⌋ | detW detW. (8)
As 1 + i and 1 + i are associates, from (8), we have
(1 + i)4⌊
n
2
⌋ | (detW)2 (9)
and hence (1 + i)2⌊
n
2
⌋ | detW, i.e., 2⌊ n2 ⌋ | detW. This proves (1).
Note that mi, j ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i) unless (i, j) = (1, 1) and n is odd. We have
rank1+iM =

0 if n is even,
1 if n is odd.
(10)
Using the familiar inequality that rankB + rankC ≤ n + rankBC for any matrices of order n, we
have
rank1+iW
∗ + rank1+iW ≤ n + rank1+iM. (11)
Note that rank1+iW
∗ = rank1+iW, which combining with (11) implies
rank1+iW ≤
⌊n + rank1+iM
2
⌋
. (12)
Clearly, using (10), the right term in (12) can be reduced to ⌈ n
2
⌉. This proves (2). 
Lemma 15. Let G ∈ Gn and r = rank1+iW. Then the first r columns of W are linearly independent
over Z[i]/(1 + i).
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Proof. Suppose to the contrary that e, Ae, . . . , Ar−1e are linearly dependent. Then there exists an
integer m such that m ≤ r − 1 and
Ame ∈ Span {e, Ae, . . . , Am−1e}. (13)
Using (13) twice, we have
Am+1e ∈ Span {Ae, A2e, . . . , Ame} ⊆ Span {e, Ae, . . . , Am−1e}. (14)
Similarly, for any m′ > m, we always have Am
′
e ∈ Span {e, Ae, . . . , Am−1e}. Thus, rank1+iW ≤ m <
r = rank1+iW. This contradiction completes the proof of this lemma. 
The following result gives a basic relation between rank1+iW and detW. We note that the
real counterpart is easy to obtain using Smith Normal Form and the fact that 2 is a prime in Z.
Unfortunately, similar argument is not valid since 2 is factorable in Z[i]. Some new techniques
have to be used to overcome this difficulty.
Lemma 16. Let G ∈ Gscn and r = rank1+iW. Then we have
2n−r | detW. (15)
Proof. By Corollary 14, we have r ≤ ⌈ n
2
⌉ and 2⌊ n2 ⌋ | detW. If r = ⌈ n
2
⌉ then n − r = ⌊ n
2
⌋ and hence
(15) holds. Thus, it suffices to consider the case that r < ⌈ n
2
⌉.
By Lemma 15, Are can be expressed as a linear combination of Ar−1e, Ar−2e, . . . , e over
Z[i]/(1 + i). Let (c1, c2, . . . , cr) be a 0-1 vector such that A
re ≡ c1Ar−1e + c2Ar−2e + · · · + cre
(mod 1 + i). Let B = Ar − c1Ar−1 − c2Ar−2 − · · · − crI. Note that B is Hermitian.
Claim 1: e∗BAkBe ≡ 0 (mod 4) for any k ≥ 0.
As Be ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i), Be
1+i
is a Gaussian integral vector. Write g = Be
1+i
. Now we have
e∗BAkBe = 2g∗Akg. Thus, it suffice to show that g∗Akg ≡ 0 (mod 2). We consider two cases:
Case 1: k is odd, say, k = 2s + 1.
Write Asg = h = (h1, h2, . . . , hn). Note that A is Hermitian with vanishing diagonal entries.
We have
g∗Akg = h∗Ah =
∑
s,t
hsas,tht =
∑
s<t
(hsas,tht + htat,shs) =
∑
s<t
(hsas,tht + hsas,tht) ≡ 0 (mod 2).
Case 2: k is even, say, k = 2s.
As g∗Akg is real, we only need to prove g∗Akg ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i). Note that for any Gaussian
integer c, cc ≡ c (mod 1 + i). Thus,
g∗Akg = (Asg)∗(Asg) ≡ e∗(Asg) (mod 1 + i). (16)
As g = Be
1+i
, we are done if
e∗AsBe ≡ 0 (mod 2). (17)
By Lemma 13, e∗A je ≡ 0 (mod 2) for any j ≥ 1. Thus, if s ≥ 1 then (17) holds as B is a
linear combination of A0, A1, . . . , Ar−1. If s = 0 then e∗AsBe = e∗Be ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i) as Be ≡ 0
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(mod 1 + i). Note that e∗Be is real. This implies that e∗Be ≡ 0 (mod 2) and hence (17) always
holds.
Combining Case 1 and Case 2, Claim 1 follows.
Define Wˆ = (e, Ae, . . . , Ar−1e, Be, BAe, . . . , BAn−r−1). Clearly,
det Wˆ = detW. (18)
Write Wˆ = (W1,W2), where,
W1 = (e, Ae, . . . , A
r−1e) and W2 = B(e, Ae, . . . , A
n−r−1e). (19)
Now we have
Wˆ∗Wˆ = (Wˆ∗W1, Wˆ
∗W2) =
(
W∗
1
W1 W
∗
1
W2
W∗
2
W1 W
∗
2
W2
)
. (20)
WriteW∗
1
W2 = ( f
(1), f (2), . . . , f (n−r)). Note that n − r ≥ r + 1 as r < ⌈ n
2
⌉.
Claim 2: f ( j) − c1 f j−1 − c2 f ( j−2) − · · · − cr f ( j−r) ≡ 0 (mod 4) for j = r + 1, r + 2, . . . , n − r.
Let f
(s)
t denote the t-entry of f
(s) for s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− r} and t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}. Note that A and
B are commutative. One easily finds that f
(s)
t = e
∗BAt+s−2e. Thus,
f
( j)
t − c1 f j−1t − c2 f ( j−2)t − · · · − cr f ( j−r)t
= e∗B(At+ j−2 − c1At+ j−3 − · · · − crAt+ j−r−2)e
= e∗BAt+ j−r−2(Ar − c1Ar−1 − · · · − crA0)e
= e∗BAt+ j−r−2Be
≡ 0 (mod 4),
where the last congruence follow from Claim 1. This proves Claim 2.
Let F( j) denote the j-th column of Wˆ∗W2 for j = r + 1, r + 2, . . . , n − r, that is,
F( j) =
(
f ( j)
q( j)
)
,
where q( j) denotes the j-th column ofW∗
2
W2. Define Fˆ
( j) = F( j) − c1F( j−1) − c2F( j−2) − · · · − crF( j−r).
Note that by Claim 1, each entry ofW∗
2
W2 is a multiple of 4. Combining this fact with Claim 2 we
find that Fˆ( j) ≡ 0 (mod 4). Let
M = (Wˆ∗W1, F
(1), F(2), . . . , F(r), Fˆ(r+1), Fˆ(r+2), . . . , Fˆ(n−r)).
As Wˆ∗Wˆ = (Wˆ∗W1, Wˆ∗W2) = (Wˆ∗W1, F(1), F(2), . . . , F(n−r)), one easily finds that det Wˆ∗Wˆ = detM.
Together with (18), we have
detM = detW detW. (21)
By Lemma 13, all entries of the real matrix (Wˆ∗W1, F(1), F(2), . . . , F(r)) is even, except the
upper left corner when n is odd. As Fˆ( j) ≡ 0 (mod 4) for each j ∈ {r + 1, r + 2, . . . , n − r},
we find that 22r4n−2r | detM when n is even and 22r−14n−2r | detM when n is odd. If n is even
then (1 + i)4n−4r | detW detW and hence (1 + i)2n−2r | detW, i.e., 2n−r | detW. If n is odd then
(1 + i)4n−4r−2 | detW detW and hence (1 + i)2n−2r−1 | detW, i.e., 2n−r−1(1 + i) | detW. Fortunately,
since G is self-converse, detW is real or pure imaginary by Lemma 6. Now 2n−r−1(1 + i) | detW is
equivalent to 2n−r | detW. This completes the proof of this lemma. 
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Corollary 17. Let G ∈ Gscn . If detW
2
⌊ n
2
⌋ is odd, then rank1+iW = ⌈ n2⌉.
Proof. Let r = rank1+iW. By Lemma 14, r ≤ ⌈ n2⌉. Suppose to the contrary that r < ⌈ n2⌉. Then
n − r ≥ ⌊ n
2
⌋ + 1. By Lemma 16, we have 2n−r | detW and hence 2⌊ n2 ⌋+1 | detW. This is a
contradiction. 
An n × n Gaussian integral matrix U is called unimodular if detU is a unit in Z[i], i.e.,
detU = ik for some k ∈ [4]. The following result is well known.
Lemma 18. For every n × n Gaussian integral matrix M with full rank, there exist unimodular
matrices V1 and V2 such that M = V1SV2, where S = diag (d1, d2, . . . , dn) is a Gaussian integral
diagonal matrix with di being the i-th entry in the diagonal and di | di+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1.
For a Gaussian integral matrix M, the above S is called the Smith Normal Form (SNF for
short) of M and di is called the i-th elementary divisor of the matrix. The i-th elementary divisor
is unique up to multiplication by units. For clarity, we always assume di ∈ Γ ∪ {0}. The following
lemma appeared in [11] for ordinary integral matrix. The proof given in [11] is of course valid for
Gaussian integral matrix. We include the short proof here for the convenience of readers.
Lemma 19. [11] Let p be a Gaussian prime and M be an n × n Gaussian integral matrix. Then
Mz ≡ 0 (mod p2) has a solution z . 0 (mod p) if and only if p2 | dn.
Proof. Let V1 and V2 be unimodular matrices such that M = V1diag (d1, d2, . . . , dn)V2. The equa-
tion Mz ≡ 0 (mod p2) is equivalent to diag (d1, d2, . . . , dn)V2z ≡ 0 (mod p2). Let y = V2z. Con-
sider diag (d1, d2, . . . , dn)y ≡ 0 (mod p2). If p2 | dn, let y = (0, 0, . . . , 1)T, then z = V−12 y . 0
(mod p) is a required solution to the original congruence equation. On the other hand, if p2 ∤ dn,
then the fact that p is Gaussian prime implies that diag (d1, d2, . . . , dn)y ≡ 0 (mod p2) has no so-
lution y with y . 0 (mod p), i.e., diag (d1, d2, . . . , dn)V2z ≡ 0 (mod p2) has no solution of z with
z . 0 (mod p). 
Lemma 20. Let G ∈ Gscn . Then for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, di and di are associates, where di is the
i-th elementary divisor of W. In particular, W and W∗ have the same SNF.
Proof. By Lemma 18, there exist unimodular matrices S and T such that W = SΛT , where Λ =
diag (d1, d2, . . . , dn) is the SNF of W. Thus, W = S Λ T . On the other hand, by Theorem 6, there
exists a permutation matrix P such that W = P−1W. Thus, W = (P−1S )ΛT . Therefore, di and di
are associates. Finally, as W∗ = (W)T = TTΛ(S TP), W andW∗ have the same SNF. 
4 Main result
For convenience, we restate Conjecture 7 in an equivalent form. Note that for z = au, where a is a
nonnegative integer in Z and u is a unit in Z[i], z is square-free in Z[i] if and only if a is odd and
square-free in Z.
Conjecture 21. Let G ∈ Gscn . If detW2⌊n/2⌋ is square-free in Z[i], then for any U ∈ UG, ℓ(U) = 1.
The main result of this paper is the following
Theorem 22. Let G ∈ Gscn . If detW2⌊n/2⌋ is square-free in Z[i], then for any U ∈ UG, ℓ(U) ∈ {1, 1 + i}.
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4.1 The case p is odd
Theorem 23. Let G ∈ Gscn such that detW , 0. Let U ∈ UG with level ℓ. For any odd Gaussian
prime p, if p2 ∤ detW then p ∤ ℓ.
Lemma 24. Let G ∈ Gscn such that detW , 0. Let U ∈ UG with level ℓ. Then we have
(i) ℓ | dn, where dn is the n-th elementary divisor of the SNF of W.
(ii) Let p ∈ Γ be any odd prime factor of dn. If p | ℓ and rankpW = n − 1 then there exists a
Gaussian integral vector z0 . 0 (mod p), z0 . 0 (mod p) and a Gaussian integer λ0 such that
z∗0A
kz0 ≡ 0 (mod N(lcm(p, p))), for any k ≥ 0, (22)
W∗z0 ≡ 0 (mod lcm(p, p)), (23)
and
Az0 ≡ λ0z0 (mod lcm(p, p)). (24)
In particular, z∗
0
z0 ≡ 0 (mod N(lcm(p, p))) and e∗z0 ≡ 0 (mod lcm(p, p)).
Proof. Let H ∈ Gscn such that UG = {U}. By Theorem 9, we have U = W(G)W−1(H). As U∗U = I,
U = (U∗)−1 = (W∗(G))−1W∗(H). By Lemma 18, there exist unimodular matrices S and T such that
W∗(G) = SΛT , where Λ = diag (d1, d2, . . . , dn) is the SNF ofW∗(G) (orW(G) equivalently due to
Lemma 20). Now we can write
U = T−1diag (d1
−1, d−12 , . . . , d
−1
n )S
−1W∗(H).
As T−1, S −1, dndiag (d1
−1, d−1
2
, . . . , d−1n ) andW
∗(H) are Gaussian integral, we see that dnU is Gaus-
sian integral, and hence ℓ | dn. This proves (i).
Let U1 = ℓU. To show (ii), we consider the following two cases:
Case 1: p and p are associates.
In this case, lcm(p, p) = p. By the definition of ℓ, U1 is Gaussian integral and U1 con-
tains a column z0 such that z0 . 0 (mod p). Since U
∗Ak(G)U = Ak(H) for any k ≥ 0, we have
U∗
1
Ak(G)U1 = ℓℓA
k(H) ≡ 0 (mod N(ℓ)), which implies U∗
1
Ak(G)U1 ≡ 0 (mod N(p)) since N(p) |
N(ℓ). Therefore, z∗
0
Ak(G)z0 ≡ 0 (mod N(p)). As W∗(G)U1 = ℓW∗(H), we have W∗(G)z0 ≡ 0
(mod ℓ) and hence W∗(G)z0 ≡ 0 (mod p).
By Lemma 20, we have rankpW
∗(G) = rankpW(G) and hence rankpW∗(G) = n − 1. As
W∗(G)U1 ≡ 0 (mod p) and U1 contains a column z0 . 0 (mod p), we see that rankpU1 = 1 and
hence there exists a Gaussian integral row vector γ such that U1 ≡ z0γ (mod p). Suppose that z0
is the t-th column of U1. As A(G)U1 = U1A(H), we have
A(G)z0 ≡ z0(γAt(H)) ≡ λ0z0 (mod p), (25)
where At(H) is the t-th column of A(H) and λ0 = γAt(H) is a Gaussian integer.
Case 2: p and p are not associates.
In this case, lcm(p, p) = pp = N(p). By Theorem 12, ℓ and ℓ are associates. Since p | ℓ we
have p | ℓ and hence p | ℓ. Therefore, N(p) | ℓ. Note that W∗(G)U1 = ℓW∗(H) and W∗(G) = SΛT .
We have SΛTU1 ≡ 0 (mod N(p)), which can be simplified to
ΛTU1 ≡ 0 (mod N(p)) (26)
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since S is unimodular.
Write U˜ = TU1 and en = (0, . . . , 0, 1)
T, an n-dimensional coordinate vector. As rankpW(G) =
n − 1, we must have that p ∤ di for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}. Also p ∤ di for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}
as di and di are associates. It follows from (26) that
U˜ ≡ (m1en,m2en, . . . ,mnen) (mod N(p)) (27)
for some Gaussian integers m1,m2, . . . ,mn. Write u = T
−1en. Then we have
U1 ≡ (m1u,m2u, . . . ,mnu) (mod N(p)). (28)
If p | mi for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} then U1p is Gaussian integral, contradicting the minimality of ℓ.
Thus, p ∤ mi for some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Similarly, p ∤ m j for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Also u . 0
(mod p) and u . 0 (mod p). Denote c = gcd(m1,m2, . . . ,mn). Then p ∤ c and p ∤ c. Since
the ring of Gaussian integers is Euclidian, there exist n Gaussian integers q1, q2, . . . , qn such that
c = q1m1 + q2m2 + · · · + qnmn. Write q = (q1, q2, . . . , qn)T and let z0 = U1q.
From (28), we have
z0 ≡ (m1u,m2u, . . . ,mnu)q ≡ cu (mod N(p)). (29)
Therefore, z0 . 0 (mod p) and z0 . 0 (mod p). Note that z
∗
0A
k(G)z0 = (U1q)
∗Ak(G)(U1q) =
q∗U∗
1
Ak(G)U1q = llq
∗U∗Ak(G)Uq = llq∗Ak(H)q. We have z∗
0
Ak(G)z0 ≡ 0 (mod N2(p)) as N(p) | ℓ.
As W∗(G)z0 = W∗(G)U1q = ℓW∗(G)Uq = ℓW∗(H)q, we haveW∗(G)z0 ≡ 0 (mod N(p)).
Let η = (m1
c
, m1
c
, . . . , mn
c
). It follows from (28) and (29) that U1 ≡ z0η (mod N(p)). Now the
same argument as in Case 1 shows that A(G)z0 ≡ λ0z0 (mod N(p)) for some Gaussian integer λ0.
This finally completes the proof. 
Lemma 25. Using the notations of Lemma 24, Im(λ0) ≡ 0 (mod lcm(p, p)).
Proof. We first show Im(λ0) ≡ 0 (mod p). From (24), we have
Az0 ≡ λ0z0 (mod p) and Az0 ≡ λ0z0 (mod p). (30)
Taking conjugation on both side of the second congruence equation in (30), we have
Az0 ≡ λ0z0 (mod p). (31)
Since G is self-converse, there exists a permutation matrix P such that A = P−1AP. Thus, by
(31), P−1APz0 ≡ λ0z0 (mod p) and hence APz0 ≡ λ0Pz0 (mod p). Write z1 = Pz0. Suppose
to the contrary that Im(λ0) . 0 (mod p). Then λ0 . λ0 (mod p) as p is odd. As z0 and z1 are
eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenvalues, they are linearly independent over Z[i]/(p).
Moreover, e∗z1 = e∗Pz0 = e∗z0 = e∗z0 ≡ 0 (mod p) and hence e∗Akz1 ≡
(
λ0
)k
e∗z1 ≡ 0 (mod p).
Therefore, W∗z1 ≡ 0 (mod p). As W∗z0 ≡ 0 (mod p) and z0, z1 are linearly independent, we
have rankpW
∗ ≤ n − 2, i.e., rankpW ≤ n − 2 by Lemma 20. This contradicts our assumption that
p2 ∤ detW.
Note that the above argument also holds if we interchange p and p. Thus we also have
Im(λ0) ≡ 0 (mod p) and hence Im(λ0) ≡ 0 (mod lcm(p, p)). 
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Lemma 26. If (A − λ0I)y ≡ sp jz0 (mod p j+1) for some s ∈ Z[i] and j ∈ {0} ∪ Z+ then
W∗y ≡ e∗y(1, λ0, . . . , λn−10 )T (mod p j+1). (32)
Proof. We claim that e∗Aky ≡ λk
0
e∗y (mod p j+1) for k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. The case k = 0 is trivial.
Let k < n−1. Suppose that the claim holds for k and we are going to check it for k+1. By Lemma
24, W∗z0 ≡ 0 (mod p), and hence e∗Akz0 ≡ 0 (mod p) as e∗Ak is the (k + 1)-th row of W∗. Thus,
e∗Aksp jz0 ≡ 0 (mod p j+1). Now, by the condition of this lemma and induction hypothesis,
e∗Ak+1y ≡ e∗Ak(sp jz0 + λ0y) ≡ λ0e∗Aky ≡ λk+10 e∗y (mod p j+1).
This proves the claim and the lemma follows. 
Lemma 27. Using the notations of Lemma 24,
z∗0(A − λ0I, z0) ≡ 0 (mod p) and rankp(A − λ0I, z0) = n − 1. (33)
Proof. We claim that
rankp(A − λ0I) ≥ n − 2. (34)
Suppose to the contrary that rankp(A−λ0I) ≤ n−3. Consider the equation (A−λ0I)z ≡ 0 (mod p)
which has a nontrivial solution z0. There are at least two nontrivial solution y1 and y2 such that
z0, y1, y2 are linear independent over Z[i]/(p). If either of y1 and y2, say y1, satisfies e
∗y1 ≡ 0
(mod p), then it follows from Lemma 26 for s = 0 that z0 and y1 are two linear independent
solutions of W∗z ≡ 0 (mod p), which contradicts the fact that rankpW∗ = n − 1. Thus, e∗y1 . 0
(mod p) and e∗y2 . 0 (mod p). Let y3 = (e∗y1)y2 − (e∗y2)y1. As y1 and y2 are linear independent,
y3 . 0 (mod p). Note that e
∗y3 = 0. Thus, W∗y3 ≡ 0 (mod p). Therefore, W∗z ≡ 0 (mod p) has
solutions z and y3, which are clearly independent over Z[i]/(p). This contradiction completes the
proof of (34).
Next we show (33). By Lemma 24, (A − λ0I)z0 ≡ 0 (mod p). Taking conjugate transpose
and noting that A∗ = A and Im(λ0) ≡ 0 (mod p), we have z∗0(A − λ0I) ≡ 0 (mod p). Combining
with the fact that z∗
0
z0 ≡ 0 (mod p), we obtain z∗0(A − λ0I, z0) ≡ 0 (mod p). As z∗0 . 0 (mod p),
we have
rankp(A − λ0I, z0) ≤ n − 1. (35)
Suppose to the contrary that the equality in (35) does not hold. Then, by (34), rankp(A −
λ0I) = n − 2 and z0 can be written as the linear combination of the columns of A − λ0I, say
z0 ≡ (A − λ0I)z1 (mod p).
As rankp(A − λ0I) = n − 2, (A − λ0I)y ≡ 0 (mod p) has two solutions z2 and z3 which
are independent over Z[i]/(p). Since (A − λ0I)z1 ≡ z0 . 0 (mod p), z1 can not be written as a
linear combination of z2 and z3. This implies that z1, z2, z3 are linearly independent. Consider the
equation e∗(k1z1 + k2z2 + k3z3) ≡ 0 (mod p) with three unknowns k1, k2, k3. Clearly, it has at least
two independent solutions over Z[i]/(p). Let (a1, a2, a3)
T and (b1, b2, b3)
T be such two solutions
and write α = a1z1 + a2z2 + a3z3 and β = b1z1 + b2z2 + b3z3. It is easy to see that α and β are
linearly independent over Z[i]/(p). Note that (A − λ0I)α ≡ a1z0 and e∗α ≡ 0 (mod p). It follows
from Lemma 26 that W∗α ≡ 0 (mod p). Similarly, W∗β ≡ 0 (mod p). Thus, we have found two
independent solutions of W∗z ≡ 0 (mod p). This contradicts the fact that rankpW∗ = n − 1 and
hence completes the proof of this lemma. 
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Lemma 28. Using the notations of Lemma 24, W∗z ≡ 0 (mod p2) has a solution z . 0 (mod p).
Proof. Note that p2 | N(lcm(p, p)) always hold. By Lemma 24 , we have z∗0Az0 ≡ 0 (mod p2) and
z∗
0
z0 ≡ 0 (mod p2). Consequently,
z∗0(A − λ0I)z0 ≡ 0 (mod p2). (36)
Note that (A − λ0I)z0 ≡ 0 (mod p) by Lemma 24. We can rewrite (36) as
z∗0
(A − λ0I)z0
p
≡ 0 (mod p). (37)
Note that z∗0 . 0 (mod p). It follows from Lemma 27 that
(A−λ0I)z0
p
can be expressed as a linear
combination of the columns of (A − λ0I, z0) over the field Z[i]/(p). Write
(A − λ0I)z0
p
≡ (A − λ0I)y + sz0 (mod p). (38)
Multiplying each side by p, we have (A − λ0I)z0 ≡ (A − λ0I)py + spz0 (mod p2), i.e.,
(A − λ0I)(z0 − py) ≡ spz0 (mod p2). (39)
By Lemma 26, we have
W∗(z0 − py) ≡ e∗(z0 − py)(1, λ0, λ20, . . . , λn−10 )T (mod p2). (40)
Claim: There exists a vector z1 such that e
∗z1 . 0 (mod p) and (A − λ0I)z1 ≡ sz0 (mod p) for
some s ∈ {0, 1}.
By Lemma 27, rankp(A − λ0I) = n − 2 or n − 1. We prove the claim by considering the
following two cases:
Case1: rankp(A − λ0I) = n − 2.
By the condition of this case, the subspace of the eigenvectors of A corresponding to λ0 is 2-
dimensional. Thus, there exists a vector z1 with (A−λ0I)z1 ≡ 0 (mod p) that is linearly independent
with z0. If e
∗z1 ≡ 0 (mod p) then W∗z ≡ 0 (mod p) by Lemma 26. Note that W∗z0 ≡ 0 (mod p).
Thus, rankpW
∗ ≤ n − 2, a contradiction.
Case 2: rankp(A − λ0I) = n − 1.
Since rankp(A−λ0I, z0) = n−1, the condition of this case implies that z0 can be expressed as
a linear combination of the columns of A−λ0I, i.e., there exists a vector z1 such that (A−λ0I)z1 ≡ z0
(mod p). Since z0 . 0 (mod p), z1 . 0 (mod p) and z1 is not a eigenvector of A corresponding to
λ (over Z[i]). Thus, z1 and z0 are linearly independent. Finally, we also have e
∗z1 . 0 (mod p) by
the same argument as in Case 1. This proves the claim.
Note that e∗(z0 − py) ≡ e∗z0 ≡ 0 (mod p). By the claim, there exists a Gaussian integer g
such that
e∗(z0−py)
p
≡ ge∗z1 (mod p), i.e,
e∗(z0 − py) ≡ gpe∗z1 (mod p2). (41)
By Lemma 26, we haveW∗z1 ≡ e∗z1(1, λ0, . . . , λn−10 )T (mod p) and hence
gpW∗z1 ≡ gpe∗z1(1, λ0, . . . , λn−10 )T (mod p2). (42)
It follow from (40), (41) and (42) thatW∗(z0− py) ≡ gpW∗z1 (mod p2), i.e.,W∗(z0− py−gpz1) ≡ 0
(mod p2). This completes the proof of this lemma as z0 − py − gpz1 ≡ z0 . 0 (mod p). 
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Proof of Theorem 23. We may assume p ∈ Γ. Suppose to the contrary that p | ℓ. Then by Lemma
24, ℓ | dn and hence p | dn. Note that detW = ud1d2 · · · dn for some unit u. As p2 ∤ detW, we find
that p ∤ dk for any k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−1} and p2 ∤ dn. Thus, rankpW = n−1. It follows from Lemmas
24 and 28 thatW∗z ≡ 0 (mod p2) has a solution z . 0 (mod p). Using Lemma 19, p2 | dn. This is
a contradiction and hence completes the proof. 
4.2 The case p = 1 + i
Theorem 29. Let G ∈ Gscn such that detW(G) , 0. Let U ∈ UG with level ℓ. If 2⌊
n
2 ⌋+1 ∤ detW, then
2 ∤ ℓ.
Set k = ⌊ n
2
⌋. Let W˜ and W˜1 be the matrix defined as follows:
W˜ =

(e, Ae, . . . , Ak−1e) if n is even,
(Ae, A2e, . . . , Ake) if n is odd,
(43)
and
W˜1 =

(e, A2e, . . . , A2k−2e) if n is even,
(Ae, A3e . . . , A2k−1e) if n is odd.
(44)
Lemma 30. Let G ∈ Gscn such that detW
2
⌊ n
2
⌋ is odd. Then the columns of W˜ constitute a set of funda-
mental solutions to W∗z ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i).
Proof. We only consider the case that n is even while the odd case can be settled in a similar
way. Note that e∗e = n ≡ 0 (mod 2). By Lemma 13, we finds that W∗W˜ ≡ 0 (mod 2) and hence
W∗W˜ ≡ 0 (mod 1+i). Thus, each columns of W˜ is a solution toW∗z ≡ 0 (mod 1+i). By Corollary
17, rank1+iW = ⌈ n2⌉ and hence any set of fundamental solutions has exactly n − ⌈ n2⌉ = k vectors.
Note that W˜ has exactly k columns. By Lemma 15, these k columns are linearly independent and
hence constitute a set of fundamental solutions. 
By Lemma 13 and the fact that e∗e ≡ 0 (mod 2) when n is even, one easily sees that all
entries inW∗W˜1 are divisible by 2. That is,
W∗W˜1
2
is Gaussian integral. We show that this matrix has
full column rank over Z[i]/(1 + i), which is a generalization of [13, Lemma 3.10] for undirected
graphs. The previous proof can be extended easily to mixed graphs.
Lemma 31. Let G ∈ Gscn such that detW
2
⌊ n
2
⌋ is odd. Then we have rank1+i
W∗W˜1
2
= ⌊ n
2
⌋.
Proof. We consider the following two cases:
Case 1: n is even.
By Theorem 6, we have detW = u2n/2b, where u is a unit and b is an odd integer. Thus,
detW∗W = 2nb2 and hence det W
∗W
2
= b2. Therefore, rank1+i
W∗W˜
2
= n. Thus, the n columns of
W∗W˜
2
are linearly independent, which clearly implies that W
∗W˜1
2
are also linearly independent. Thus
rank1+i
W∗W˜1
2
= ⌊ n
2
⌋.
Case 2: n is odd.
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Let W ′ be the matrix obtained from W by doubling the first column. Then W
∗W′
2
is Gaussian
integral. As detW = u2(n−1)/2b (b is odd), we have detW∗W ′ = 2nb2 and hence W
∗W′
2
has full rank
n. Thus, W
∗W˜1
2
must have full column rank, i.e, rank1+i
W∗W˜1
2
= ⌊ n
2
⌋. 
Lemma 32. Let G ∈ Gscn such that detW
2
⌊ n
2
⌋ is odd. Let U ∈ UG has level ℓ. If 2 | ℓ then there exists
a Gaussian integral n-dimensional vector u . 0 (mod 1 + i) and a ⌊ n
2
⌋-dimensional vector x . 0
(mod 1 + i) such that u∗Aku ≡ 0 (mod 4), W∗u ≡ 0 (mod 2) and W˜x ≡ u (mod 2).
Proof. Let H ∈ Gscn such that UG(H) = {U}. Write U1 = ℓU. Note that 1 + i divides ℓ. Due to
the minimality of N(ℓ), U1 contains a column u such that u . 0 (mod 1 + i). Since U
∗
1A
k(G)U1 =
ℓℓU∗Ak(G)U = ℓℓAk(H) and 2 | ℓ, we have U∗1AkU1 ≡ 0 (mod 4) and hence u∗Aku ≡ 0 (mod 4).
Similarly, we haveW∗(G)U1 = ℓW∗(G)U = ℓW∗(H) ≡ 0 (mod 2) and henceW∗u ≡ 0 (mod 2). It
remains to find a vector x . 0 (mod 1 + i) such that W˜x ≡ u (mod 2).
Since W∗u ≡ 0 (mod 2), we have W∗u ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i). It follow from Lemma 30 that u
can be expressed as a linear combination of columns of W˜, that is, there exists a vector v such that
u ≡ W˜v (mod 1 + i).
Claim: W˜y ≡ u−W˜v
1+i
(mod 1 + i) has a solution for unknown vector y.
Write b = u−W˜v
1+i
. Let z be any vector satisfying W˜∗z ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i). If we can show
that b∗z ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i) always hold, then the equations W˜∗x ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i) and (W˜, b)∗x ≡ 0
(mod 1+i) have the same solutions, which implies that rank1+iW˜
∗ = rank1+i(W˜ , b)∗, i.e., rank1+iW˜ =
rank1+i(W˜ , b) and hence the claim follows.
As W˜∗ has full column rank k = ⌊ n
2
⌋, the solution space of W˜∗x ≡ 0 (mod 1+i) has dimension
⌈ n
2
⌉. As W˜∗W ≡ 0 (mod 2), we have W˜∗W ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i). By Corollary 17 we have rank1+iW =
⌈ n
2
⌉ and hence z belongs to the column space of W. Thus, we can write z ≡ Wa (mod 1 + i) for
some vector a. Therefore,
z∗b ≡ (Wa)∗u − W˜v
1 + i
(45)
≡ a∗W
∗u −W∗W˜v
1 + i
(46)
≡ 0 (mod 1 + i), (47)
where the last congruence holds becauseW∗u ≡ 0 (mod 2) andW∗W˜ ≡ 0 (mod 2). Thus, b∗z ≡ 0
(mod 1 + i) and the Claim holds.
Let x = v + (1 + i)y. By the claim, we have W˜(1 + i)y ≡ u − W˜v (mod 2). Thus, W˜x ≡ u
(mod 2). Finally, as u . 0 (mod 1+ i), we must have x . 0 (mod 1+ i). This completes the proof
of this lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 29. Suppose to the contrary that 2 | ℓ. Let u and x be vectors described as in
Lemma 32. As W˜ x ≡ u (mod 2), we have u = W˜ x + 2β for some vector β. It follows that
u∗A ju = (W˜ x + 2β)∗A j(W˜x + 2β)
= x∗W˜∗A jW˜x + 2β∗A jW˜x + 2x∗W˜∗A jβ + 4β∗A jβ
= x∗W˜∗A jW˜x + 4Re(β∗A jW˜x) + 4β∗A jβ
≡ x∗W˜∗A jW˜x (mod 4). (48)
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Since u∗A ju ≡ 0 (mod 4) by Lemma 32, from (48), we have
x∗W˜∗A jW˜x ≡ 0 (mod 4) for j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. (49)
Define
( j1, j2, . . . , jk) =

(0, 1, . . . , n
2
− 1) if n is even,
(1, 2, . . . , n−1
2
) if n is odd,
(50)
where k = ⌊ n
2
⌋. Then W˜ = [A j1e, A j2e, . . . , A jke]. Let R(l) = (r(l)s,t) = W˜∗AlW˜, l = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1.
Then we have
r
(l)
s,t = e
∗A js+ jt+le. (51)
We claim that R(l) is a real symmetric matrix with each entry even. Clearly, by (51), r
(l)
s,t is real and
r
(l)
s,t = r
(l)
t,s. It remains to show that 2 | r(l)s,t. If js + jt + l > 0 then the claim follows by Lemma 13.
Now assume js = jt = l = 0. According to (50), n must be even in this case. Thus, e
∗A js+ jt+le is an
even integer and the claim also holds. This proves the claim. It follows that
x∗W˜∗AlW˜x =
∑
1≤s,t≤k
x∗sr
(l)
s,txt
=
∑
1≤s≤k
x∗sr
(l)
s,sxs +
∑
1≤s<t≤k
x∗sr
(l)
s,txt +
∑
1≤t<s≤k
x∗sr
(l)
s,txt
=
∑
1≤s≤k
x∗sr
(l)
s,sxs +
∑
1≤s<t≤k
(
x∗sr
(l)
s,txt + x
∗
t r
(l)
t,sxs
)
=
∑
1≤s≤k
x∗sr
(l)
s,sxs +
∑
1≤s<t≤k
r
(l)
s,t
(
x∗sxt + x∗sxt
)
=
∑
1≤s≤k
x∗sr
(l)
s,sxs +
∑
1≤s<t≤k
2r
(l)
s,tRe(x
∗
sxt)
≡
∑
1≤s≤k
x∗sr
(l)
s,sxs (mod 4).
Thus, from (49), we have ∑
1≤s≤k
x∗sr
(l)
s,sxs ≡ 0 (mod 4). (52)
Note that x∗sxs and xs have the same Gaussian parity, i.e., x
∗
sxs ≡ xs (mod 1 + i). As r(l)s,s is an even
integer, we have x∗sr
(l)
s,sxs ≡ r(l)s,sxs (mod 2(1 + i)). Thus, from (52), we have
[r
(l)
1,1
, r
(l)
2,2
, . . . , r
(l)
k,k
]x ≡ 0 (mod 2(1 + i)), l = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. (53)
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Moreover, we have

r
(0)
1,1
r
(0)
2,2
. . . r
(0)
k,k
r
(1)
1,1
r
(1)
2,2
. . . r
(1)
k,k
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
r
(n−1)
1,1
r
(n−1)
2,2
· · · r(n−1)
k,k

=

e∗A2 j1e e∗A2 j2e · · · e∗A2 jke
e∗A2 j1+1e e∗A2 j2+1e · · · e∗A2 jk+1e
...
... · · · ...
e∗A2 j1+n−1e e∗A2 j2+n−1e · · · e∗A2 jk+n−1e

=

e∗
e∗A
...
e∗An−1

(
A2 j1e, A2 j2e, . . . , A2 jke
)
= W∗W˜1.
Thus, we can rewrite (53) as
W∗W˜1x ≡ 0 (mod 2(1 + i)). (54)
As W
∗W˜1
2
is Gaussian integral, the equation is equivalent to
W∗W˜1
2
x ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i). (55)
From Lemma 31, we know that rank1+i
W˜∗W˜1
2
= ⌊ n
2
⌋. Thus, x ≡ 0 (mod 1 + i). This contradiction
completes the proof of Theorem 29. 
Proof of Theorem 22. Theorem 22 follows immediately from Theorems 23 and 29. 
5 More discussions on p = 1 + i
By Theorem 22, Conjecture 7 (or Conjecture 21) can be reduced to the following
Conjecture 33. Let G ∈ Gscn . If detW2⌊n/2⌋ is square-free in Z[i], then for any U ∈ UG, ℓ(U) , 1 + i.
We shall show Conjecture 33 is true for the special case that G is an ordinary graph (with
no directed edges). This result strengthens Theorem 1. That is, even in Gscn , which includes all
undirected graphs on [n] as a proper subset, the only graphs R-cospectral toG are isomorphic toG
if G satisfies the condition of Theorem 1.
For a positive integer n, letMn denote the set of all n×nHermitian Gaussian integral matrices
with vanishing diagonal entries. For k ≥ 1 and s ≥ 0, let
Uk,s =

U0
U0
. . .
U0
Is

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be a matrix of order 2k+ s, where U0 =
1
1+i
(
1 i
i 1
)
and Is is the identity matrix of order s. It is easy
to see that U∗U = I, Ue = e and ℓ(Uk,s) = 1 + i.
Lemma 34. Let U be a n×n Gaussian rational unitary matrix with Ue = e and ℓ(U) = 1+ i. Then
there exist two permutation matrices P and Q such that PUQ = Uk,n−2k for some k ≥ 1.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. Since ℓ(U) = 1 + i and Ue = e, U has a row which
contains at least two nonzero entries. Let U˜ = (1+ i)U and P1,Q1 be two permutation matrix such
that the first two entries of the first row in P1U˜Q1 are non-zero. Let (a1, a2, . . . , an) denote the first
row of P1U˜Q1. Now we have a1+a2+ · · ·+an = 1+ i and |a1|2+ |a2|2+ · · ·+ |an|2 = 2. As each a j is
Gaussian integral and a1, a2 , 0, one must have (a1, a2, . . . , an) = (1, i, 0, . . . , 0) or (i, 1, 0, . . . , 0).
We may assume (a1, a2, . . . , an) = (1, i, 0, . . . , 0) since otherwise we can interchange the first two
columns of Q1. Let α and β denote the first and second columns of P1U˜Q1. Note that U
Te = e.
Similar considerations indicate that both α and β have exactly two non-zeros entries (1 and i), thus
α = (1, 0, . . . , 0, i, 0, . . . , 0) and β = (i, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0). As α∗β = 0 the position of i in α agrees
with the position of 1 in β. Thus, there exists a permutation matrix P2 such that P2P1U˜Q1 has the
following form.
P2P1U˜Q1 =

1 i 0 · · · 0
i 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 ∗ · · · ∗
...
...
... · · · ...
0 0 ∗ · · · ∗

. (56)
Equivalently,
P2P1UQ1 =
(
U0
U1
)
(57)
for some U1 of order n − 2.
If n = 2 we are done. Suppose that n ≥ 3. Let e1 denote the all-one vector of dimension
n − 2. It is easy to see that U1 is a Gaussian rational unitary matrix with U1e1 = e1. Moreover,
ℓ(U1)|ℓ(U), that is ℓ(U1) ∈ {1, 1 + i}. If ℓ(U1) = 1 then U1 is a permutation matrix. Let
Q2 =
(
I2
U−1
1
)
. (58)
Then Q2 is a permutation matrix and P2P1UQ1Q2 = U1,n−2. This proves the lemma for the case
that ℓ(U1) = 1. If ℓ(U1) = 1 + i, by induction hypothesis, there exist permutation matrices P
′ and
Q′ such that P′U1Q′ = Uk′ ,n−2−2k′ . Let
P3 =
(
I2
P′
)
and Q3 =
(
I2
Q′
)
. (59)
Then P3P2P1UQ1Q3 = U1+k′ ,n−2−2k′ . This completes the proof of this lemma. 
Lemma 35. Let A be a (0,1)-matrix of order n and B = U∗
k,s
AUk,s where 2k + s = n. If each entry
of B belongs to {0, 1, i,−i}, then A = B.
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Proof. Write
A =

A1,1 A1,2 · · · A1,k A1,k+1
A2,1 A2,2 · · · A2,k A2,k+1
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Ak,1 Ak,2 · · · Ak,k Ak,k+1
Ak+1,1 Ak+1,2 · · · Ak+1,k Ak+1,k+1

, (60)
where A j, j is a square matrix of order 2 for j ∈ [k], and Ak+1,k+1 is of order s. We have
U∗k,sAUk,s =

U∗
0
A1,1U0 U
∗
0
A1,2U0 · · · U∗0A1,kU0 U∗0A1,k+1
U∗
0
A2,1U0 U
∗
0
A2,2U0 · · · U∗0A2,kU0 U∗0A2,k+1
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
U∗
0
Ak,1U0 U
∗
0
Ak,2U0 · · · U∗0Ak,kU0 U∗0Ak,k+1
Ak+1,1U0 Ak+1,2U0 · · · Ak+1,kU0 Ak+1,k+1

. (61)
Let Ω1 denote the set of all (0,1)-matrices C of order 2 such that each entry of U
∗
0
CU0 belongs to
{0, 1, i,−i}. Direct calculation shows that
Ω1 =
{(
0 0
0 0
)
,
(
1 0
0 1
)
,
(
0 1
1 0
)
,
(
1 1
1 1
)}
and moreover, U∗
0
CU0 = C for each C ∈ Ω1. This proves that U∗0Ai, jU0 = Ai, j for i, j ∈ [k]. Similar
argument shows that each column (resp. row) of Ai,k+1 (resp. Ak+1,i) is either all-zero or all-one.
Therefore, U∗
0
Ai,k+1 = Ai,k+1 and Ak+1,iU0 = Ak+1,i. This completes the proof. 
The following corollary verifies Conjecture 33 for the special case thatG contains no directed
edges.
Corollary 36. Let G be an undirected graph satisfying the conditions of Theorem 22. Then for any
U ∈ UG, ℓ(U) , 1 + i.
Proof. We prove the corollary by contradiction. Suppose ℓ(U) = 1 + i and {U} = UG(H) for some
H ∈ Gscn . Then U∗A(G)U = A(H).
By Lemma 34, there exist two permutation matrices P and Q such that PUQ = Uk,n−2k, i.e.,
U = P∗Uk,n−2kQ∗ for some k ≥ 1. Therefore, we have
(P∗Uk,n−2kQ
∗)∗A(G)P∗Uk,n−2kQ
∗ = A(H). (62)
Write A1 = PA(G)P
∗, B1 = Q∗A(H)Q and let G1,H1 be two graphs with adjacency matrices A1
and B1 respectively. Now (62) is equivalent to
U∗k,n−2kA1Uk,n−2k = B1. (63)
It follows from Lemma 35 that A1 = B1, i.e., G1 = H1. Now, from (63), we have
U∗k,n−2kW(G1) = W(H1) = W(G1). (64)
As W(G1) = PW(G) and detW(G) , 0, we have detW(G1) , 0, that is W(G1) is invertible. Note
that U∗
k,n−2k is not the identity matrix. This contradicts (64) and hence completes the proof. 
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6 Concluding remarks
In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the generalized spectral characterizations of self-
converse mixed graphs. Given a self-converse mixed graph G of order n such that detW
2
⌊ n
2
⌋ (which is
always a real or pure imaginary integer) is square-free in Z[i], we showed that for any self-converse
mixed graph H that is R-cospectral toG, there exists a Gaussian rational unitary matrixU such that
Ue = e, U∗A(G)U = A(H) and (1 + i)U is a Gaussian integral matrix. Such a unitary matrix U is
very close to a permutationmatrix, and therefore gives strong evidences for the conjecture that self-
converse mixed graphs satisfying the above condition are DGS. Our main result also implies that
for an ordinary graphG (viewed as a mixed graph) satisfying the above property, any self-converse
mixed graph H that is R-cospectral with G is isomorphic to G. This strengthens a recent result of
the first author [13]. However, regarding Conjecture 7, new insights and techniques are still needed
to eliminate the possibility that ℓ(U) = 1 + i. We leave it as an interesting and challenging future
work.
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